ONLINE MYSTERY CLASS WITH SANDY ARTHUR
Registration now open. To register send email to Sandy at
duodesignsinc@yahoo.com and tell her you want to participate in the fun. You will
be placed on a notification list and be notified one month before the class starts
advising that an invoice is coming. Up until this point there has been no obligation
on your part.
Online Mystery Classes are made up of 6 months of lessons conducted through a
secret Facebook Page. Lessons are posted once a month around the middle of the
month. The 6-lesson packet is $150 and is invoiced through PayPal. Once payment
is processed you are invited to join the secret FB page where you will find the thread
list, general informational files and meet other participants.
Participants purchase their canvas through their local needlework shop and are
encouraged to order as soon as you have pre-registered for the class. You can
search your stash for threads or also order those through your LNS. Sandy does
provide information on the FB page of reputable shops that have agreed to provide
thread kits for those who need them and do not have the luxury of a local shop.
Online Classes offer the opportunity to take class at your leisure. What’s most fun is
taking class in your jammies! You can create your own file and save the lessons for
later use. Members ask questions and share tips. Sandy provides detailed,
numbered stitch diagrams for each step of the process. Wonderful work-inprogress pictures are shared as well. This is the big difference between the
commercial stitch guide and the class. Economics prevent the commercial stitch
guide from having the quantity of pictures and descriptions as those provided
through the online class and the interaction of the other participants. These classes
offer the opportunity to try some of the newer, more unusual thread or products on

the market. There are techniques that may be out of the box for you but Sandy will
walk you through it or an alternative will be decided upon. No student is left
behind!
Classes are conducted in such a way that the beginner to the most experienced
stitcher will feel at home and be welcomed with others who share the same passion
of our needle arts! A positive atmosphere is created and encouragement is of the
utmost importance. Come join the fun.
Blog: www.sandyarthur.blogspot.com
(detailed information on all Online Mystery Classes, etc.)
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